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Key Points:  1 

Homestead hollow is a degraded impact crater that was modified by mostly eolian and lesser im-2 

pact and mass-wasting processes. 3 

 4 

Rocks on the western side of the hollow are ejecta emplaced during the formation of a nearby 5 

crater relatively early in hollow history.  6 

 7 

Most hollow degradation occurred during the first ~0.1 Ga after formation, followed by limited 8 

exterior stripping and interior infilling.  9 

 10 
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Abstract: The InSight mission landed its scientific payload in Homestead hollow, a quasi-cir-11 

cular depression interpreted to be a highly degraded impact crater that is 27 m in diameter. The 12 

original pristine crater formed in a pre-existing impact-generated regolith averaging ~3 m thick 13 

and the surrounding ejecta deposit, consisting of coarse and mostly fine fragments, was in dise-14 

quilibrium with local geomorphic thresholds. As a result, early, relatively rapid degradation by 15 

mostly eolian, and lesser impact processes and mass-wasting, stripped the rim and mostly infilled 16 

the hollow where sediments were sequestered. Early, faster degradation during the first ~0.1 Ga 17 

was followed by much slower degradation over the bulk of the 0.4-0.7 Ga history of the crater. 18 

Pulses of much lesser degradation are attributed to impacts in and nearby the hollow, which em-19 

placed some rocks as ejecta and provided small inventories of fine sediments for limited additional 20 

infilling. Even lesser sediments were derived from the very slow production of fines via weathering 21 

of resistant basaltic rocks. Nevertheless, indurated regolith caps the sediment fill within the hollow 22 

and creates a relatively stable present-day surface that further sequesters infilling sediments from 23 

remobilization. The degradation sequence at Homestead hollow is like that established at the Spirit 24 

rover landing site in Gusev crater and points to the importance of eolian, and lesser impact and 25 

mass-wasting processes, in degrading volcanic surfaces on Mars over the past ~1 Ga.  26 
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Plain Language Summary: The InSight mission landed in a highly degraded impact crater 27 

dubbed Homestead hollow in Elysium Planitia on Mars. The hollow interior is quite flat and 28 

smooth, and mostly infilled by fine-grained sediments. Rocks are 2-3 times more numerous on the 29 

western side dubbed Rocky Field. The hollow lacks a raised rim but is marked by an increase in 30 

larger rocks. The distribution of windblown and impact materials within, around, and local to the 31 

hollow indicate degradation was mostly by wind stripping of fines from the rim and depositing 32 

them inside the hollow, with lesser contributions from impact and mass wasting processes. Rocky 33 

Field was likely formed by emplacement of ejecta during a nearby impact event occurring rela-34 

tively soon after Homestead hollow formed. Most degradation occurred during the first ~0.1 Ga 35 

after hollow formation. Limited modification over most of hollow history was associated with 36 

small pulses of infilling and rock emplacement during/following nearby impact events and very 37 

slow weathering of basaltic rocks. Degradation at Homestead hollow is similar to the modification 38 

of small craters at the Spirit landing site in Gusev crater, which shows common geomorphic pro-39 

cesses occurred on comparable surfaces in different places on Mars during the last ~1 Ga.  40 

 41 
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1. Introduction 42 

The Interior Exploration using Seismic Investigations, Geodesy, and Heat Transport (InSight) 43 

mission (Banerdt and Russell, 2017; Banerdt et al., 2019; 2020) landed a scientific payload in 44 

western Elysium Planitia on the broad, volcanic or sedimentary, Hesperian transition unit between 45 

the highlands and lowlands. The region is bounded by Noachian highlands to the south and west 46 

and the Medusae Fossae Formation and younger Athabasca Valles lavas to the southeast and east 47 

(Tanaka et al., 2014). The landing site is located at 4.50° N, 135.62° E (Banerdt et al., 2019; 2020; 48 

Golombek et al., 2019a; Parker et al., 2019) in the northwest corner of a highly degraded 27 m-49 

diameter impact crater informally named “Homestead hollow” (Golombek et al., 2019a; 2019b; 50 

2020; Warner et al., 2019a; 2019b) (Fig. 1). Orbital, stereo High-Resolution Imaging Science Ex-51 

periment (HiRISE) (McEwen et al., 2007) images (0.25 m-pixel), were used to create a Digital 52 

Elevation Model (DEM) with a horizontal and vertical precision of 1 m and ~0.1-0.2 m, respec-53 

tively (Fergason et al., 2017), and confirms the interior of Homestead hollow is ~0.3 m below the 54 

surrounding exterior surface (Golombek et al., 2019a; 2019b; Warner et al., 2019a; 2019b). Alt-55 

hough the hollow lacks an appreciable elevated rim relative to the surrounding surface, the margin 56 

shows a significant increase in roughness due to variable exposure of abundant, float or loose, 57 

cobble-to-boulder sized rocks (no bedrock outcrops are present) as compared to the relatively 58 

smooth interior (Grant et al., 2019a; 2019b) (Figs. 1 and 2). The hollow originally formed in a ~3 59 

m deep impact-generated regolith (Golombek et al., 2017; 2018; Warner et al., 2017) likely capped 60 

by the distal ejecta of an older, very degraded ~100 m-diameter crater whose rim is located ap-61 

proximately 50 m (or one radius (R) of the larger crater) to the northeast of Homestead hollow 62 

(Fig. 1). There are also at least eight younger craters <10 m-diameter that are superposed on or 63 

near the hollow with others nearby (Figs. 1 and 2). This study analyzes the properties and distri-64 

bution of local deposits as viewed by the lander and from orbit to constrain the modification history 65 

of Homestead hollow. 66 

2. Background and Geologic Setting 67 

Although Homestead hollow formed into basaltic-composition plains (Pan et al., 2020) that 68 

could be sedimentary or volcanic (Tanaka et al., 2014), as summarized by Golombek et al. (2017; 69 

2018), Warner et al. (2017), and Pan et al., (2020), we favor a volcanic lava origin based on: 1) 70 

relative proximity to north-south trending wrinkle ridges; 2) the presence of degraded lobate flow 71 

margins in the region (Golombek et al., 2018); 3) a number of 10 to 100-m-scale rocky ejecta 72 

craters near the landing site showing ejected rocks with a low albedo which is consistent with a 73 

strong competent layer ~20-200 m deep (Warner et al., 2017), 4) occurrence of platy and ridged 74 

surface textures and possible lava inflation plateaus and volcanic vents (Pan et al., 2020); 5) rocks 75 

with a fairly uniformly fine-grained aphanitic texture (Golombek et al., 2019a; 2020); 6) an ab-76 

sence of any observable sedimentary structures in rocks at the landing site; and 7) evidence that 77 

the broader Hesperian transition unit (Tanaka et al., 2014) experienced an Early Amazonian-aged 78 

resurfacing event in the vicinity of the landing site that was probably linked to regionally occurring 79 

Amazonian volcanism (Warner et al., 2017). 80 
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Homestead hollow is one of many small craterforms in the vicinity of the lander that is visible 81 

from both the lander and in orbital data (Figs. 1 and 2). These craters are in varying stages of 82 

degradation (Golombek et al., 2019a; 2019b; Grant et al., 2019a; 2019b; Warner et al. 2019a; 83 

2019b), ranging from nearly pristine to those like Homestead hollow, which  are so degraded that 84 

they are almost unrecognizable (Sweeney et al., 2018; Warner et al., 2020a; 2020b). The degraded 85 

form of Homestead hollow records the processes responsible for its modification over time and 86 

validate interpretations of similar impact structures made using orbital data. Because the hollow 87 

occurs on a likely volcanic surface that appears generally similar to other widespread surfaces on 88 

Mars (Tanaka et al., 2014), information about the number and timing of active degradation pro-89 

cesses can be relevant to understanding degradation occurring over other surfaces during relatively 90 

recent Martian history.  91 

Homestead hollow is interpreted to be a simple crater, whose pristine form can be deduced  by 92 

comparison with the expected morphometry of other simple craters. Unmodified simple craters are 93 

characterized by a bowl-shaped interior surrounded by a raised rim and an outward-thinning ejecta 94 

deposit that extends about a diameter (D) from the rim (Melosh, 1989). In addition, the ejecta 95 

around simple craters consists of mixed fragments whose size distribution show an exponential 96 

increase in number with decreasing size, consistent with a distribution associated with multiple 97 

impact fragmentation processes (Melosh, 1989) and is observed elsewhere on Mars (Golombek 98 

and Rapp, 1997; Grant et al., 2006b). As summarized from Sweeney et al. (2018) and Warner et 99 

al. (2020a; 2020b), morphologic classification of more than 2,000 craters up to ~5 km from the 100 

landing site reveals a predictable continuum from a pristine form to increasingly degraded, rocky 101 

ejecta (ejecta rocks visible in HiRISE images with a 0.25 m pixel-scale) craters to even more de-102 

graded, non-rocky ejecta craters (Classes 1 to 8). Class 1 craters represent the pristine, ideal case 103 

of an unmodified bowl-shaped simple crater and are extremely rare in the landing site. From Class 104 

2 to Class 5, rocks become less continuously distributed in the ejecta, the crater rim lowers, and 105 

eolian bedforms organize against the crater rim and in the interior. By Class 4 and 5, the bedforms 106 

plane off to form a smooth interior unit, but remain trapped against an elevated rim. From Class 6 107 

to Class 8, all craters lack rocks in their ejecta, segments of the rim become completely degraded, 108 

and bedforms are no longer trapped against the crater rims or within the interiors. Class 8 craters 109 

are quasi-circular hollows that show a near zero rim height. Specific morphometric parameters 110 

such as crater depth, rim height, slope, and curvature, measured from a 1 m HiRISE DEM, confirm 111 

the observational classification scheme and indicate progressive modification from Class 1 to 112 

Class 8 (Warner et al 2020a; 2020b). The data indicate slope decline of the rim and infilling from 113 

fresher classes to the most degraded Class 8. Rim curvature values range from convex-up slopes 114 

for fresher craters to near zero for Class 7 and Class 8 craters, consistent with increased rim low-115 

ering over time. Crater floor curvature values are strongly concave-up for the freshest craters and 116 

approach zero for Class 7 and 8 craters as a result of infilling over time. Homestead hollow is an 117 

example of the most degraded, Class 8 craterform (Warner et al., 2020a; 2020b).  118 
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The hollow likely formed ~0.4-0.7 Ga (Sweeney et al., 2018; Golombek et al., 2019a; Warner 119 

et al., 2020a; 2020b; Wilson et al., 2019) into an average ~3 m thick impact-derived regolith cap-120 

ping the underlying basaltic plain (Golombek et al., 2017; 2018; Warner et al., 2017). The present 121 

degraded expression of the hollow contrasts with an expected pristine impact morphology charac-122 

terized by an initial depth of ~3-4 m, and rim height of ~1 m (Sweeney et al., 2018; Warner et al., 123 

2020a; 2020b). Despite the degraded appearance of the hollow, however, the preserved morphol-124 

ogy and distribution of rocks in and around the structure provides clues regarding the types and 125 

timing of processes responsible for its present expression.  126 

3. Methods 127 

The morphology and surface properties of Homestead hollow and its surroundings were as-128 

sessed using orbital HiRISE data (0.25 m pixel-scale) and data from the Instrument Deployment 129 

Camera (IDC, angular resolution of 0.82 mrad/pixel at the center of the image) (Maki et al., 2018) 130 

and the Instrument Context Camera (ICC, angular resolution of 2.1 mrad/pixel at the center of the 131 

image) (Maki et al., 2018) onboard the InSight lander. In some cases, we also compared some of 132 

the expected morphometric characteristics of pristine simple impact craters, such as the extent of 133 

ejecta (Melosh, 1989), extent of ejecta rays (Baldwin, 1963), ejecta thickness relative to D 134 

(McGetchin et al., 1973), and largest expected rock size (Moore, 1971), versus what is observed 135 

in and nearby Homestead hollow. 136 

From HiRISE, IDC, and ICC images, we examined the surrounding landscape to evaluate land-137 

forms diagnostic of various geomorphic processes. For example, identification of free-standing 138 

bedforms (e.g., The Wave, Fig. 2, Golombek et al., 2019a), or other smooth, bright deposits (typi-139 

cally within local lows) are interpreted to be dust covered eolian deposits (Figs. 1 and 2). Any 140 

rocky deposits bounding locally steeper slopes at the base of crater walls would be indicative of 141 

mass-wasting materials. Circular forms, especially those whose rims appear to show relief relative 142 

to the surrounding plains, are likely impact craters. We also classified loose or float rocks in the 143 

hollow and its surroundings as mostly exposed, partially exposed/embedded, or mostly buried, in 144 

an attempt to constrain where net stripping versus deposition occurred (the lander descent engines 145 

caused only microns of stripping beyond the immediate lander that extended to ~15-20 m (Wil-146 

liams et al., 2019)).  147 

In general, there are more large rocks visible around and beyond the margin of the hollow in 148 

the degraded remains of the ejecta, and there is an easily defined and often abrupt (on the eastern 149 

side of the hollow) transition at the rim to relatively smaller/less exposed rocks within the interior 150 

(Fig. 2). Based on analogy with the ~1.9 km-diameter Lonar crater on Earth, impacts into basalt 151 

on Mars should produce ejecta where cobble-sized and larger rock fragments (>6.4 cm in diameter) 152 

are mostly equant to somewhat more disc, bladed, and rod-shaped (Kumar et al., 2014). We assume 153 

this is likely a reflection of the fine-grained, often broadly uniform nature of basalt and that addi-154 

tional impacts, as have occurred into the regolith at Homestead hollow, will further fragment the 155 

rocks without significantly changing the overall shape distribution. This statement is generally 156 

supported by median grain circularity (4πArea/Perimeter2) and aspect ratio (ratio of short axis to 157 

long axis) of 0.9 and 0.71, respectively, for cm-scale rocks close inside Homestead hollow and 158 
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within ~1-2 m of lander (Weitz et al., 2019a). Unfortunately, the lack of stereo imagery for surfaces 159 

more than a few meters in front of the lander precludes measurement of most rock axes. Neverthe-160 

less, a sense of where exhumation or burial has occurred at Homestead hollow can be gained by 161 

characterizing the exposed cross-section of rocks as a proxy for visually determining whether they 162 

are mostly exposed, partially exposed, or mostly buried . Because these rocks are too large to be 163 

transported by the wind, they accumulate in situ as surrounding fines are deflated.  164 

With these points in mind, mostly exposed rocks are defined as broad to somewhat symmetrical 165 

in cross-section and/or the lower edge of the rock was visible. Partially exposed or embedded rocks 166 

are embayed by fines, present a smaller or less symmetrical cross-section, and their lower edge is 167 

not visible. By contrast, mostly buried rocks are significantly embayed to the point where only the 168 

top, and/or very limited exposed cross-section, is observed. 169 

4. Homestead Hollow and Local Environs  170 

The view of Homestead hollow’s surface and its surroundings, as seen in images from HiRISE 171 

and the IDC and ICC, highlight examples of recent and ongoing eolian and impact activity. For 172 

example, numerous relatively smooth and bright circular areas mark nearby hollows of a similar 173 

impact origin and often advanced degradation state (Grant et al., 2019b; Warner et al., 2020a; 174 

2020b, Fig. 2). ICC images of the area to the southeast of the lander (Fig. 3) reveal Homestead 175 

hollow is filled with abundant fine-grained sediments (Golombek et al., 2020) and there are rare 176 

examples of possible ventifacts (e.g., the rocks dubbed “Ace of Spades” and “Turtle rock,” see 177 

Golombek et al., 2019a), both of which are consistent with past and ongoing eolian activity (Fig. 178 

3). In addition, small impact craters in and on the margin of the hollow (e.g., Corintito, Fig. 2) 179 

have further excavated the uppermost surface and redistributed local materials. This includes im-180 

pact gardening of the uppermost ~1 m to create local inventories of fines and eject rocks into, and 181 

around, the hollow.  182 

More detailed measurements from the HiRISE DEM and stereo lander images from the IDC 183 

(up to 1 mm pixel-scale) show the hollow interior surface is quite flat down to the cm-scale (Figs. 184 

2 and 3), and slopes <3° to the southeast (Golombek et al., 2019a; 2020). These conditions limit 185 

active mass-wasting with the possible exception of some very small areas along the walls of some 186 

of the small craters superposing the hollow. Neither the HiRISE images, the HiRISE DEM, ICC, 187 

or IDC images show any morphologic evidence of past water-driven transport or degradation (e.g., 188 

incised valleys, gullies, or alluvial fans).  189 

Initial mapping using lander ICC and IDC images (Figs. 2 and 3) shows the surface of the 190 

hollow interior is dominated by mostly sand to pebble-sized fines (Golombek et al., 2019a; 2020; 191 

Weitz et al., 2019b) that is variably punctuated by mostly isolated gravel/pebbles and cobbles 192 

(Grant et al., 2019a; 2019b). There are more pebbles and cobbles (>2 cm) on the west part of the 193 

hollow dubbed “Rocky Field” (Golombek et al., 2019a) where there are ~2X-3X more cm-scale 194 

and larger fragments per m2 than in front of the lander (Fig. 2). The lander rocket motors excavated 195 

~10-20 cm deep, steep-walled (greater than repose angle, see Golombek et al., (2019a; 2020)), pits 196 

beneath the lander that are surrounded by relatively reddish, nearly equant debris clods (Ansan et 197 

al., 2019; Grant et al., 2019b; Hauber et al., 2019). In addition, the hole created by penetration of 198 
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Heat Flow and Physical Properties Package (HP3, see Spohn et al., 2018), is bounded by walls that 199 

are locally vertical to overhanging (Golombek et al., 2019a; 2020). The walls of the lander rocket 200 

pits and HP3 hole show wavy to relatively horizontal, resistant layers that sometimes include peb-201 

bles likely cemented in a finer-grained matrix. These resistant layers are indurated regolith, here-202 

after referred to as “duricrust”. Similar cemented horizons are observed in HiRISE images of some 203 

nearby craters (Sweeney et al., 2018), as well as at other Martian landing sites (e.g., Arvidson et 204 

al., 2010). The immediate exterior margin of the hollow appears devoid of widespread fines and 205 

the hollow interior lacks traditional eolian bedforms (e.g., ripples, dunes). Dust removed from 206 

much of the interior hollow surface by engine blast during landing resulted in significant darkening 207 

of the surface (Williams et al., 2019), but there are bright bedforms on the horizon (e.g., The Wave, 208 

Fig. 2) and relatively brighter areas nearby associated with other impact craters (mostly ~10 m-209 

diameter and smaller, Fig. 1). By analogy with the pre-landing, dusty, bright appearance of Home-210 

stead hollow (Williams et al., 2019) and the dust-covered and generally fine-grained deposits fill-211 

ing similar-sized, generally similar appearing craters in Gusev crater (Arvidson et al., 2004), these 212 

features (Fig. 2) likely relate to dust-covered deposits of mostly sand (Golombek et al., 2020). 213 

Out of 1,180 rocks classified in and around the hollow (333 on rim, 847 in the interior), mostly 214 

exposed rocks represent ~70% of those seen on and beyond the rim relative to a total of 30% of 215 

mostly buried (1%) and partially exposed/embedded (29%) rocks combined (Fig. 4). By contrast, 216 

there is a greater combined percentage (58%) of mostly buried (9%) and partially exposed/embed-217 

ded (49%) rocks inside the hollow relative to the percentage of mostly exposed rocks (42%) (Fig. 218 

4).  219 

It is difficult to detect, and therefore classify, some small rocks at greater distances, because 220 

rocks in the foreground block the assessment of rocks behind them (often obscuring the rock base), 221 

and the fixed view from the lander favors detection of small rocks that are nearby in the hollow. 222 

Moreover, the viewing angle may preclude detection of buried rocks beyond the edge of the hollow 223 

and probably contributes to the apparent paucity of buried rocks along and beyond the rim. Nev-224 

ertheless, the substantially larger number of exposed rocks relative to embedded and buried rocks 225 

along and beyond the hollow rim, and the comparable dominance of mostly buried and embedded 226 

rocks relative to exposed rocks inside the hollow, indicates their relative abundances are probably 227 

real. 228 

5. Degradation Processes 229 

The morphologic features of Homestead hollow and nearby environs, coupled with the evidence 230 

of ongoing geomorphic processes, enable the degradation history to be established. For example, 231 

the preponderance of eolian and impact features in and around Homestead hollow confirms the 232 

importance of these processes in shaping the present landscape. Moreover, possible contributions 233 

to degradation by other processes can be established from clues gleaned from other nearby craters 234 

as viewed from orbit and from the lander. The detailed nature of degradation features in and nearby 235 

the hollow also allows establishment of the relative importance of each process over time.  236 

Impact formation of the hollow at ~0.4-0.7 Ga (Sweeney et al., 2018; Golombek et al., 2019a; 237 

Warner et al., 2020a; 2020b; Wilson et al., 2019) further fragmented an existing regolith averaging 238 
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a few meters thick (Golombek et al., 2017; 2018; Warner et al., 2017) that was likely capped by 239 

the eroded remnants of the ~20 cm thick or less ejecta associated with the larger, older ~100 m-240 

diameter crater that extended into the area (based on expected relationships between decreasing 241 

ejecta thickness with increasing distance beyond the rim, see Melosh, (1989) and McGetchin et 242 

al., (1973)). Expectations from ejecta at Meteor Crater on Earth (Grant and Schultz, 1993) and 243 

examples from Gusev crater (Grant et al., 2006b) indicate debris excavated during hollow for-244 

mation created an ejecta deposit of mixed fragments of varying size distribution, but with many 245 

more small fragments relative to large fragments. The size distribution of rocks that can be meas-246 

ured near the lander (Charalambous et al., 2019) is consistent with expectations from multiple 247 

impact fragmentation (e.g., Grant et al., 2006b) and observations that the surface is characterized 248 

by relatively fewer large rocks compared with much more abundant finer fragments (Charalam-249 

bous et al., 2019; Golombek et al., 2019a; 2019b; 2020; Weitz et al., 2019b). In general, compar-250 

ison with nearby, relatively pristine craters of similar size to Homestead hollow (Fig. 5) shows that 251 

the initial form resembled relatively pristine craters at some other Mars landing sites (e.g., in Gusev 252 

crater, see Grant et al., 2004; Golombek et al., 2020) and resulted in an initial landform whose 253 

surface relief and grain properties were out of equilibrium with local eolian and mass-wasting 254 

geomorphic thresholds (Grant et al., 2004).  255 

Given the mixed rock sizes characterizing the initial ejecta surface surrounding the hollow, the 256 

relative abundance of mostly exposed versus partially exposed/embedded versus mostly buried 257 

rocks can be used as an indicator of where finer material has been eroded or deposited (Figs. 2 and 258 

4). Generally, there are more rocks exposing larger cross-sections outside the hollow relative to 259 

within the hollow. More specifically, the large number of exposed rocks around the exterior of the 260 

hollow reflects removal of intervening fines, whereas the abundance of embedded and mostly bur-261 

ied rocks in the hollow is due to infilling via deposition of fines.  262 

Given the presently low surface slopes and complete absence of water-related degradation fea-263 

tures, it can be concluded that the removal of the bulk of the fine-grained sediments from the rim 264 

was the result of eolian stripping. The corresponding increase in embedded and buried rocks within 265 

the depression of the hollow reflects resultant downwind deposition of these fines stripped from 266 

the rim to where they were protected from further transport. Nevertheless, eolian stripping of the 267 

rim and surrounding ejecta surfaces resulted in incomplete infilling of the hollow interior 268 

(Golombek et al., 2020) because prevailing, reversing northwest-southeast winds (Spiga et al., 269 

2018) transported some fines downrange and not back into the hollow.  270 

The eolian stripping of the rim at Homestead hollow and associated infilling of the crater are 271 

broadly comparable to those observed around small impact features formed into basaltic rubble 272 

around the Spirit landing site in Gusev crater (Golombek et al., 2006; Grant et al., 2004; 2006a; 273 

2006b). Like at Homestead hollow, local ejecta surfaces around comparably sized craters in Gusev 274 

are deflated creating a 2X-10X concentration of exposed rocks along crater rims (Grant et al., 275 

2004). Deposition of fines within the craters at Gusev is dominated by grain sizes similar to those 276 

in Homestead hollow (Weitz et al., 2019a) and results in fewer exposed/more buried rocks inside 277 

the craters (Grant et al., 2004; 2006a; 2006b).  278 
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Eolian degradation of the hollow rim slowed as the inventory of available fines decreased, sur-279 

face lags were created, and the increased relief of remaining larger fragments created a boundary 280 

layer sufficient to slow near-surface winds and preclude further erosion of fines. As the inventory 281 

of fines around Homestead hollow was depleted, subsequent eolian degradation continued at a 282 

greatly diminished average rate, limited by the introduction of any additional fines following 283 

nearby impacts and the very slow weathering and breakdown of resistant basaltic rim rocks to 284 

create additional fines for transport. Eventually, this very slow degradation led to limited additional 285 

infilling and loss of the topographic rim around the hollow whose relict expression became char-286 

acterized by abundant exposed rocks.  287 

It is likely that early degradation along the initially relatively steep wall of the newly formed 288 

hollow enabled some gravity-driven slope processes, probably manifested as rocks shed from the 289 

rim and upper wall to form talus along the margin of the crater floor. However, HiRISE images of 290 

nearby and relatively pristine craters of similar size do not reveal obvious wall-bounding talus, 291 

thereby suggesting that early mass wasting was limited and subordinate to eolian modification. 292 

Any gravity-driven processes would have quickly waned as back-wasting of the crater wall and 293 

accumulation of any talus decreased wall slopes, that were further stabilized by increasing eolian 294 

infilling along and up the crater wall. This scenario is consistent with prior conclusions that crater 295 

infilling rates exceed wall back-wasting by an order of magnitude (Sweeney et al., 2018; Warner 296 

et al., 2020a; 2020b).  297 

There is no systematic decrease in rock exposure inward of the hollow edge. Instead, the tran-298 

sition between the more exposed and often larger rocks on the rim to the relatively smaller rocks 299 

in the interior is typically easily defined and even abrupt around much of the east side of the hollow 300 

(Fig. 2). Collectively, these observations suggest that there was minimal talus from gravity-driven 301 

transport of large rocks beyond the immediate base of the crater wall during infilling. Moreover, 302 

the initial ~3-4 m depth of the depression relative to its present depth indicates that infilling ex-303 

ceeds the maximum expected fragment size of 0.9-2.8 m produced during crater formation (based 304 

on the relation between crater size and largest associated rock described in Moore (1971) and 305 

confirmed by the maximum meter-scale of rocks size observed around the hollow). Hence, rocks 306 

lining the original floor of the hollow are buried beneath the fill.  307 

Ongoing impacts continue to play multiple roles in hollow degradation. Some impacts within 308 

or on the rim of the hollow result in direct modification during crater formation (e.g., Corintito, 309 

see Fig. 2). The general paucity and small size of the largest fragments around these craters sup-310 

ports the conclusion that these small craters are not accessing and ejecting new rocks from depth 311 

(Fig. 2), either via fragmenting/excavating rocks from bedrock or accessing coarse fragments 312 

within the deeper regolith. However, these small impacts do eject some pre-existing fragments 313 

during their formation and further garden the near-surface to depths of a meter or so. Nearby im-314 

pacts can also enable short pulses of sediment transport and limited infilling when their formation 315 

exposes additional fines for transport. In some cases, nearby impacts can also result in direct em-316 

placement of ejecta within the hollow (Fig. 2). Collectively, these ongoing effects of impact deg-317 

radation result in random, small pulses of sediment influx that can also contribute to infilling.  318 
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While the average expected thickness of the regolith forming the near surface in the region 319 

around Homestead hollow is ~3 m (Golombek et al., 2017; 2018; Warner et al., 2017), some locales 320 

will be characterized by thinner or thicker deposits. In the vicinity of Homestead hollow, impacts 321 

of varying size occur randomly (as is typical on the surface of planets (Melosh, 1989). In the vi-322 

cinity of the InSight lander, these randomly occurring impacts would disrupt the surface to varying 323 

depth from location to location, thereby resulting in differing thicknesses of regolith. For example, 324 

larger and/or multiple impacts in some locations will garden to greater depth than in locations 325 

where smaller/fewer impacts have occurred. Such expected variability in regolith thickness is ac-326 

centuated where local occurrences of finer sequences are associated with infilling of any pre-ex-327 

isting craters. These factors create local substrates whose differing properties influence the sus-328 

ceptibility of small later forming impact craters (i.e., Homestead hollow-sized) to eolian degrada-329 

tion over time (Fig. 5).  330 

Formation of some Homestead hollow-sized craters in thinner regolith that is less gardened by 331 

impacts may enable access to relatively more and larger rocks that are nearer the surface, whereas 332 

other craters forming within the generally more uniform, finer sediments infilling pre-existing cra-333 

ters will have access to fewer rocks (Fig. 5). This variability in target properties influences the 334 

resultant morphology and degradation of these small, strength-controlled craters (Melosh, 1989): 335 

those accessing bedrock or forming in rockier material may be less circular (on average) than those 336 

forming entirely within finer, pre-existing crater fill (Fig. 5). Eolian degradation will likely proceed 337 

more rapidly and completely in and around craters formed in mostly fines because fewer large 338 

rocks are present to form inhibiting lags and/or create sufficiently thick boundary layers to impede 339 

erosion.  340 

6. Origin of Rocky Field 341 

Based on the occurrence of the increased rock density covering the western portion of the hol-342 

low interior that forms Rocky Field (Figs. 1 and 2), several possible origins can be considered. The 343 

approximately circular morphology of the hollow coupled with the cross-hollow extent of Rocky 344 

Field suggests that it is probably not an offset portion of an irregular hollow rim or interior terrace 345 

created by impact into variable regolith materials (Warner et al. 2019a; 2019b) (Fig. 1) as is ob-346 

served in some similar-sized craters in the vicinity (Fig. 5a and 5b). The cm-to-dm-scale size of 347 

the fragments comprising Rocky Field also rules out transport by eolian processes. The shallow 348 

depth, absence of slopes more than a few degrees, and lack of a systematic increase in rock burial 349 

away from the rim and the size of the fragments argues against a distribution related to mass wast-350 

ing.  351 

Rocky Field could be the ejecta (as part of a continuous, discontinuous, or ray deposit) related 352 

to a nearby impact event that post-dates the formation of the hollow. The presence of less degraded 353 

craters near Homestead hollow confirms such impacts have occurred. Impacts forming craters 354 

smaller than 10 m are likely too small to garden the regolith to sufficient depth or excavate/eject 355 

abundant rocks (e.g., consistent with the relative paucity of rocks around Corintito, The Puddle, 356 

and other m-scale craters superposing the hollow, see Fig. 2) and would need to have formed very 357 
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close to the hollow to directly emplace ejecta and form Rocky Field. Larger craters, however, could 358 

access and eject larger rocks and could also be located be farther away from the hollow.  359 

If the rocks forming Rocky Field are part of a continuous or discontinuous ejecta deposit, their 360 

occurrence on only the western part of the hollow (Figs. 1 and 2) suggests any possible source 361 

crater would lie to the west and Homestead hollow would be close to 1D or less or slightly more 362 

than 1D of the parent crater, respectively (Melosh, 1989) (Fig. 6). By contrast, if Rocky Field is 363 

part of an ejecta ray, the source crater would be expected to be to the north or south of Homestead 364 

hollow and could be located farther away, given that rays can reach on order ~3D or 10.5R1.25 from 365 

the parent crater (Baldwin, 1963; Melosh, 1989). Using these criteria as a guide, a search was made 366 

around the hollow for younger craters located at the right distance and azimuth to account for the 367 

orientation of the Rocky Field boundary (Table 1, Fig. 6). Younger craters were defined as those 368 

having experienced lesser measurable amounts of modification than Homestead hollow, recogniz-369 

ing that some larger but somewhat more pristine craters have larger scale morphometric attributes 370 

that will survive an amount of degradation that would result in more complete destruction of the 371 

same features associated with smaller craters.  372 

Several nearby craters were evaluated and ruled out as sources for Rocky Field (Table 1, Fig. 373 

6). A younger Class 3, 100 m-diameter crater, located ~400 m east-southeast of Homestead hollow 374 

(Fig. 6) was ruled out because: 1) Rocky Field is on the west side of Homestead hollow and there 375 

is a paucity of rocks on the east side and closer to the Class 3 crater; 2) the Class 3 crater is too far 376 

away to have sourced Rocky Field as either continuous or discontinuous ejecta (Melosh, 1989); 377 

and 3) any rays associated with the crater would not have reached Homestead hollow, and even if 378 

they had they would have been oriented approximately orthogonal to boundary of Rocky Field. A 379 

younger 130 m-diameter Class 5 crater ~700 m to the east-northeast of Homestead hollow is also 380 

too far away to have emplaced ejecta or rays, and any rays would that would have reached Home-381 

stead hollow would be orthogonal to the Rocky Field boundary. Younger Class 6 craters (125 m-382 

diameter and 440 m to the north, 80 m-diameter and 250 m to the south) are at favorable azimuths 383 

relative to Homestead hollow to form rays with orientations consistent with Rocky Field, but are 384 

too far away to have contributed continuous or discontinuous ejecta, or rays (Table 1). Two Class 385 

7 craters, one located 250 m south-southwest of Homestead (80 m-diameter) and one located 510 386 

m to the north (125 m-diameter), both predate the hollow and were also ruled out as possible 387 

sources.  388 

Several other craters are possible sources of the rocks in Rocky Field (Table 1). The first is a 389 

~15 m-diameter Class 8 hollow/craterform ~15 m west of Homestead hollow (Figs. 1 and 5). Alt-390 

hough approximately as degraded as Homestead, this smaller hollow/crater required lesser degra-391 

dation to achieve Class 8 status and is likely slightly younger than Homestead. The crater may 392 

have excavated to sufficient depth to eject rocks, but the far edge of Rocky Field in the hollow is 393 

located up to ~1.5-2.0D beyond its rim, likely beyond the expected extent of the continuous ejecta 394 

deposit associated with the crater (Melosh, 1989) and it is unclear whether discontinuous ejecta 395 

would be expected to extend to such a range. Any rays associated with the crater could extend 396 
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~50-60 m beyond the rim (Baldwin, 1963) and reach Homestead hollow, but the north-south ori-397 

entation of the Rocky Field boundary is orthogonal to the expected ray orientation and therefore 398 

the crater is an unlikely source of Rocky Field.  399 

A 110 m-diameter Class 5 crater ~280 m northwest of Homestead hollow is slightly younger 400 

than the hollow and likely formed ~400 Myr ago (Sweeney et al., 2018; Warner et al., 2020a; 401 

2020b). Although the crater is too far away to have emplaced rocks associated with its continuous 402 

or discontinuous ejecta deposit, it is possible that a ray from the crater could have reached the 403 

hollow. It is unclear, however, whether the likely northwest-southeast orientation of any possible 404 

ray deposit would match the more north-south boundary of Rocky Field.  405 

Finally, a degraded (Class 6, see Fig. 6 and Warner et al., 2020a; 2020b) ~100 m-diameter 406 

impact structure approximately 100 m northwest of Homestead hollow is an example of a rocky 407 

ejecta crater that is surrounded by numerous m-scale rocks excavated from more competent mate-408 

rial below the bulk of the regolith (Warner et al., 2017) and is likely younger than the hollow. The 409 

crater has a probable retention age of ~0.4-0.6 Ga (Warner et al., 2020a; 2020b) and, although it 410 

is relatively well-preserved compared to the hollow, comparable amounts of degradation at both 411 

could result in the more degraded appearance of the hollow. Hence, Homestead hollow could be 412 

on order of ~0.1 Ga older than the crater to the northwest (Warner et al., 2020a; 2020b).  413 

Homestead hollow is located ~1.2D from the ~100 m-diameter crater to the northwest and is 414 

likely beyond the limit of the continuous ejecta blanket. However, discontinuous ejecta deposits 415 

can extend to greater range (Melosh, 1989) and could account for Rocky Field. Discontinuous 416 

ejecta around Meteor Crater in Arizona, also a simple crater, is observed at a comparable distance 417 

north-northwest of the crater (Grant and Schultz, 1993). Like Rocky Field, the Meteor Crater de-418 

posits are characterized by patchy to irregularly scattered concentrations of rocks (Grant and 419 

Schultz, 1993). Hence, the best overall candidate source crater for the origin of Rocky Field is the 420 

Class 6 crater 100 m to the northwest whose discontinuous ejecta may have reached into the hol-421 

low. Nevertheless, the small Class 8 crater immediately to the west, and the Class 5 crater 280 m 422 

to the northwest, cannot be definitively ruled out as sources for Rocky Field (Table 1).  423 

7. Timing of Degradation 424 

Multiple observations indicate that Homestead hollow and other similar-sized craters transition 425 

from a pristine impact crater to a significantly more degraded Class 5 crater at least three to six 426 

times faster than the transition from Class 5 to Class 8. Moreover, degradation occurring during 427 

the pristine to Class 5 transition is much more significant than the degradation that occurs during 428 

the transition from Class 5 to Class 8, but both intervals are dominated by eolian stripping of the 429 

crater exterior that removes much of the rim, lesser impact contributed sediments, and are accom-430 

panied by at least ~3 m of total infilling (Fig. 6).  431 

First, assessment of craters within 5-6 km of InSight using HiRISE data (Fig. 5) confirms an 432 

absence of pristine morphologies in the size-range of Homestead hollow. By contrast, there are 433 

multiple examples of initially degraded craters that are similar in size to Homestead hollow that 434 

are characterized by at least some infilling often partially capped by small eolian ripples (e.g., 435 

Class 2 and 3, see Fig. 5). The inventory of initially modified craters is consistent with expectations 436 
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of ongoing crater formation (Warner et al., 2020a; 2020b), but confirms they must undergo early 437 

rapid degradation to account for the paucity of pristine forms (Fig. 7).  438 

The probable origin and survival of Rocky Field as ejecta arriving from a nearby crater early in 439 

hollow history further requires significant preceding infilling to something close to what is cur-440 

rently observed. All three candidate crater sources for Rocky Field (Table 1) are degraded and 441 

nearly as old as Homestead hollow, thereby requiring emplacement of the fragments forming 442 

Rocky Field early in hollow history. And even if one of the other Class 6 craters considerably 443 

further to the north-northwest or to the south produced rays extending well beyond predictions 444 

(Table 1) and that reached the hollow to create Rocky Field, they are nearly as old as Homestead 445 

and also require early emplacement of the rocks. By contrast, the continued exposure of the rocks 446 

in Rocky Field points to minimal additional infilling and long-term stability of the hollow interior 447 

since they were emplaced.  448 

Examination of IDC images does not reveal divots, rolling or bouncing tracks, or other evidence 449 

likely associated with ballistic emplacement of the fragments in Rocky Field, thereby requiring 450 

some post-arrival modification of the surface. Continued exposure of the constituent rocks, how-451 

ever, limits appreciable post-emplacement net infilling of the hollow from centimeters to perhaps 452 

a couple of decimeters. Moreover, the well-defined nature of Rocky Field coupled with its likely 453 

impact origin early in hollow history implies there was limited time for emplacement of additional 454 

ejecta horizons within the hollow fill prior to its formation (Fig. 7). Other small scattered fragments 455 

across the hollow interior and outside of Rocky Field are consistent with one or multiple later ejecta 456 

emplacement events, but none that were comparable in scale to the one forming Rocky Field. Fi-457 

nally, the presence of rare, possible ventifacts within the hollow (e.g., Turtle rock and Ace of 458 

Spades rock, Fig. 3) and occurrence of duricrust material in the uppermost fill (Golombek et al., 459 

2019a; 2020) supports long-term stability of the present hollow surface and/or potential net by-460 

passing of most sediment since it was established. Based on local crater retention studies (Sweeney 461 

et al., 2018; Warner et al., 2020a; 2020b), the transition from a pristine impact to more degraded 462 

Class 5 and most hollow infilling likely occurred within the first ~0.1 Ga of crater formation (Fig. 463 

7, Warner et al., 2020a; 2020b) consistent with the contention that most hollow degradation oc-464 

curred over a relatively short period following impact formation.  465 

The hollow retention age of 0.4-0.7 Ga (Warner et al., 2019a; 2019b) indicates that the subse-466 

quent ~0.3-0.6 Ga hollow history saw only minor degradation that eventually accounted for the 467 

slow morphologic transition from a Class 5 to Class 8 crater. After early crater infilling (Fig. 5), 468 

degradation rates greatly slowed as the inventory of available fines for transport from the rim into 469 

the hollow became limited. Exterior surfaces were stabilized by development of coarse lags and/or 470 

when stripping left larger fragments standing in greater relief and created a sufficiently thick 471 

boundary layer to preclude motion of fines. Any additional late stage stripping of the rim was very 472 

limited and related to the extremely slow production of fines via weathering of resistant basaltic-473 

composition rocks. 474 

At late stages of degradation, small impacts into and around the hollow, and associated local 475 

impact gardening to a meter or so, exposed few rocks and created limited additional inventories of 476 
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fines for transport (Figs. 1, 2, and 6), but did not result in significant hollow infilling. Moreover, 477 

as nearly complete infilling reestablished a surface profile close to equilibrium with local winds, 478 

longer-term surface stability was enhanced. Development of cemented soils or duricrust hardened 479 

the surface, sequestered most of the sediment inventory within the hollow, and further limited 480 

ongoing modification or remobilization of infilling sediments during rare high wind events. Duri-481 

crust development in Homestead hollow may have been similar to postulated duricrust formation 482 

in Gusev crater where thin films of water associated with frost or snowpack development (perhaps 483 

during periods of high obliquity) played a key role (Arvidson et al., 2010). Nevertheless, the rela-484 

tively high albedo of the interior of Homestead (mostly beyond the blast zone of the lander) and 485 

other nearby hollows as well as the bright appearance of The Wave bedforms suggests they are 486 

covered by dust and presently inactive (Sullivan et al., 2008; Golombek et al. 2010).  487 

The partially exposed/embedded appearance of many fragments in the hollow indicates limited 488 

long-term infilling. And the stratigraphy exposed by rocket motors during landing includes what 489 

appear to be some hard fragments mixed with duricrust and duricrust clods (Golombek et al., 490 

2019a). Nevertheless, the example of Rocky Field shows that these fragments are not rooted to the 491 

crater floor and arrived after infilling was largely complete (Fig. 7), thereby limiting total infilling 492 

over most of the hollow history to no more than a decimeter or two. The extremely slow rate of 493 

ongoing infilling of the remaining ~0.3 m deep depression associated with the hollow supports 494 

establishment of a profile nearly in equilibrium with local geomorphic processes.  495 

Nearby craters that are similar in size to Homestead hollow, but formed in more rocky, thinner 496 

regolith, would also undergo fairly rapid early degradation, but occurrence of more abun-497 

dant/larger rocks in the surrounding ejecta would result in faster development of lags armor-498 

ing/protecting the surface after lesser stripping than at Homestead hollow and would mean there 499 

would be lesser early infilling and a quicker transition to slower, longer-term degradation than at 500 

Homestead hollow. By contrast, similar-sized craters formed in the pre-existing, finer-grained fill 501 

of older craters would be surrounded by ejecta with fewer rocks. As a result, the ejecta around 502 

these craters could experience greater stripping before any formation of an armoring/protecting 503 

surface. Hence, craters formed in finer substrates may undergo more sustained, faster stripping, 504 

complete infilling, and faster erasure.  505 

Like at Homestead hollow, small craters on the floor of Gusev crater experienced early eolian 506 

and slope-driven degradation and then transitioned to much slower modification in a sequence 507 

roughly comparable to what is observed at Homestead hollow (Grant et al., 2004; 2006a; 2006b; 508 

Golombek et al., 2006). On the plains in Gusev, small craters of a range of sizes formed into a 509 

basaltic regolith setting broadly similar to the InSight landing site (e.g., Grant et al., 2004; 510 

Golombek et al., 2018; Weitz et al., 2019a). Crater rims in Gusev appear slightly better defined 511 

(topographically) in HiRISE views than in the vicinity of InSight and there appears to be more 512 

relatively darker sands on the Gusev plains (Weitz et al., 2019a). Nevertheless, the first order range 513 

in morphology of small craters is quite similar in both locations. The Gusev craters are also de-514 

graded by mostly eolian and lesser impact and mass-wasting that included eolian stripping of fine-515 

grained sediments from around their rims and associated downwind deposition and infilling of 516 
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their interiors (Grant et al., 2004; Golombek et al., 2006). Moreover, the crater fill in the Gusev 517 

craters is capped by surface crusts (Arvidson et al., 2004) that resemble the duricrust in Homestead 518 

hollow and there is limited net erosion in the present environment (Grant et al., 2004), thereby 519 

indicating that Gusev hollow surfaces have been relatively stable for an extended period. Hence, 520 

most of the small crater degradation at Gusev likely took place relatively shortly after impact for-521 

mation when sediments became available for transport and on a general timeline analogous to 522 

degradation at the InSight landing site. Given that volcanic surfaces are fairly widespread on Mars 523 

(Tanka et al., 2014), the mostly impact, eolian, and lesser mass wasting degradation and history 524 

defined at the InSight landing site may be representative of widely occurring degradation occurring 525 

on Mars over at least the past  1 Ga.  526 
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Table 1. Candidate Impact Craters Considered as the Source of Rocky Field 688 
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Figure 1  690 
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Figure 1. (a) The InSight lander (red rectangle) is in the northwest corner of the ~27 m-diameter 692 

Homestead hollow (outlined by red dashed line), one of numerous small craters in varying stages 693 

of degradation in Elysium Planitia (4.502°N, 135.623°E; planetocentric coordinates based on 694 

HiRISE location georeferenced to the Mars Orbiter Laser Altimeter, Golombek et al., 2019a; 695 

2019b; Parker et al., 2019). The hollow formed ~50 m to the south-southwest of an older, very 696 

degraded ~100 m-diameter crater (outlined by white dashed line). Subframe of HiRISE image 697 

ESP_036761_1845 (0.25 m/pixel) that is approximately 232 m across and 158 m top to bottom. 698 

(b) Inset (yellow box in (a)) color view of InSight lander in Homestead hollow and immediate 699 

vicinity. The deployed Seismic Experiment for Internal Structure (SEIS, Lognonné et al., 2019) 700 

instrument can be seen as a bright white spot to the south of the lander. For scale, the lander solar 701 

panels in (b) span 6 m. Numerous other small craters/quasi-circular depressions or hollows are 702 

visible within ~1D of the lander and are indicated by white dashed outlines. These include 703 

Corintito (C), The Puddle (TP), Kettle (K), and Peekaboo (P) (see Fig. 2) and a ~15 m-diameter 704 

degraded hollow to the west (outlined by yellow dashed line, also shown by red line immediately 705 

west of the lander in Fig. 6). These frequently correlate with the occurrence smooth, bright de-706 

posits (see Fig. 2) similar to those in Homestead hollow. The red line cutting across the hollow is 707 

the boundary between occurrence of relatively few rocks to the east versus ~2X-3X more rocks 708 

larger than a few cm in the region to the west dubbed “Rocky Field.” Subframe of HiRISE color 709 

image ESP_061684_1845 (0.25 m/pixel).  710 
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Figure 2 

 
Figure 2. The relatively rock free interior of Homestead hollow contrasts with the rockier appearance of the rim, separated by the purple 

dashed line. The green line inside the hollow marks the boundary between the rock-free interior and portions with ~2X-3X higher rock 

abundance on the western part of the hollow in Rocky Field (see Fig. 1). Evidence of ongoing eolian and impact degradation in and 

around Homestead hollow includes nearby sand sheets within small craters and craterforms/hollows as well as bedforms (red labels and 

arrows). Yellow arrows and labels indicate smooth bright deposits frequently within nearby impact craters or hollows and associated 

with probable eolian deposits (by analogy with the sediments in the interior of Homestead hollow, see also Fig. 1). View is from ap-

proximately 90° to 190° (where 0° is due north) and the Corintito, Peekaboo, Kettle, and The Puddle craters are 19 m, 21 m, 16 m, and 

8 m from the lander, respectively. At a minimum, Kettle and Corintito likely ejected small fragments that landed within the hollow. 

Portion of IDC Mosaic D_LRGB_0014_RAS030100CYL_R__SCIPANQM1.  
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Figure 3. 

 
Figure 3. InSight WebGIS composite (Calef et al., 2019) of lander workspace and vicinity highlighting the generally fine-grained nature 

of the surface of Homestead hollow. IDC mosaic F2MMWKSSM1 (2 mm pixel-scale) overlain by InSight Geology Group map of soils 

and rocks (red). Medium and dark brown (left side of figure) indicate a medium coarse sand to cobble unit and a coarser sand to pebble 
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unit, respectively. Rock density is higher in darker brown units, likely due to accumulation of clods excavated by lander rockets during 

landing (Grant et al., 2019a). The light brown unit is a finer sand to cobble unit. (T) Turtle rock (upper left inset, IDC image 

D001L0014_597774194EDR_F0909_0010M1) and (A) Ace of Spades rock (upper right inset, IDC image 

D000M0014_597773743EDR_F0000_0127M1) are likely ventifacts and are located inboard of the mosaic edge where their approxi-

mate outlines are indicated. Radial pattern away from the lander is due to minimal sculpting of the surface by the blast from the lander 

descent engines during landing. Lander footpad centers ~1.4 m apart. North is towards the top. 
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Figure 4 

 
Figure 4. (a) Mosaic covering approximately 290 degrees around the north, east and south side of lander in Homestead hollow and (b) 

mosaic covering approximately 70 degrees around the west side of the lander. A total of 1,180 rocks were evaluated over both mosaics 

based on whether they were mostly exposed and display fairly broad cross-sections and/or some portion of the base was visible (green 

dots), whether they expose lesser cross-sections and were partially exposed/embedded and embayed by fill with no portion of the base 

visible (yellow dots), or whether they were mostly buried and so embayed by fill that only a limited cross-section and just the top was 

visible (red dots). For scale, the lander solar panels in both mosaics are 2.15 m in diameter. The purple dashed line denotes the approx-

imate edge of the hollow. Rocky Field denotes the ~2X-3X higher density of rocks on the west-northwest part of the hollow interior. 

Numbers refer to azimuth where 0° is true north. Mosaic D_LRGB_0014_RAS030100CYL_R__SCIPANQM1 (a) and IDC Mosaic 

D_LRGB_0119_RAD030100CYL_R__AUTOGENM3 (b). Small black areas around mosaic margins are gores in the image data. 
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Figure 5 

 
Figure 5. Relatively pristine (Class 2) small craters within 5-6 km of Homestead hollow, and of similar size, showing the effects of 

substrate properties, such as locally variable regolith thickness/properties, on crater form. The absence of pristine (Class 1) craters within 

5-6 km of InSight highlights the initially high rates of eolian degradation and initial infilling, as evidenced by relatively rock-free, smooth 

floors sometimes partially capped by ripples (mostly northern third of floor). (a) 25 m-diameter crater 4.9 km north-northeast of InSight 

(4.58°N, 135.63°E) with a fairly smooth floor, irregular shape, terraces along a portion of the southwest wall, and surrounded by ejecta 

with numerous rocks that likely impacted where regolith was relatively thin. (b) 28 m-diameter crater 6.7 km northwest of InSight 

(4.60°N, 135.56°E) that is rockier, terraced, and surrounded by rocky ejecta to the south and less rocky ejecta to the north. The northern 

interior is smoother and expresses ripples. The crater may have impacted into relatively thin regolith to the south and thicker, less rocky 

(likely sandy based on the absence of detectable rocks, smooth texture, occurrence of eolian ripples, and analogy with the fill within 

Homestead hollow), pre-existing crater-fill to the north. (c) 22 m-diameter crater 6.2 southeast of InSight (4.41°N, 135.67°E) that is 

mostly smooth-floored with superposing ripples to the north, symmetrical, and is surrounded by bright, likely sandy ejecta (based on 

the absence of detectable rocks and smooth texture) largely devoid of large rocks. The crater may have impacted almost entirely into 

thicker regolith associated with pre-existing, mostly fine-grained, crater-fill. Craters dominated by rocky ejecta likely degrade slower 

than those dominated by sandy ejecta because deflation leads to faster establishment of surface lags and/or boundary layers that slow 

further stripping. All craters are in HiRISE image ESP_057939_1845 (0.25 m/pixel) with north towards the top.  
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Figure 6 

 
Figure 6. Possible source craters for the rocks forming Rocky Field in Homestead hollow (the yellow dot is the location of the InSight 

lander in Homestead hollow at 4.502°N, 135.623°E). The approximate limit of continuous ejecta associated with craters older than 

Homestead hollow (yellow) and younger (red) than Homestead hollow are indicated. White circles denote the rims of all other craters 
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larger than 20 m in diameter in the vicinity of Homestead hollow. Occurrence of Rocky Field on the western floor of Homestead hollow 

is consistent with ejecta arriving from either of three source craters (crater class assigned using criteria in Warner et al., 2020a; 2020b) 

located in quadrant west to northwest of the hollow (Table 1). The ~150 m-diameter Class 6 crater and the 110 m-diameter Class 5 

craters to the northwest of Homestead hollow are both younger than the hollow. The hollow is close to the expected limit of the contin-

uous ejecta associated with the ~150 m-diameter Class 6 crater, but its discontinuous ejecta may reach the hollow and is the best candi-

date for Rocky Field. The 110 m-diameter Class 5 crater could have produced a ray reaching the hollow with an orientation broadly 

consistent with the boundary of Rocky Field. The ~15 m-diameter crater immediately west of the hollow is also a possible source crater 

but may be too far away to account for the entire extent of Rocky Field. The 100 m-diameter Class 3 crater and the 130 m-diameter 

Class 5 crater to the east-southeast and east northeast, respectively, are younger but too far away to have sourced Rocky Field (Table 1). 

The Class 6 craters to the north and south of the hollow are likely younger than the hollow, but both are too far away to have provided 

rocks as either ejecta or rays. The Class 7 craters to the north and south of the hollow (most of crater and likely extent of continuous 

ejecta partially shown for the crater to the south) both predate the hollow and could not have sourced Rocky Field. The ~100 m-diameter 

Class 7 crater (Warner et al., 2020a; 2020b) immediately to the northeast of Homestead hollow predates the hollow and the remains of 

its distal continuous ejecta (~10’s of cm) was likely excavated during hollow formation. Subframe of HiRISE image ESP_036761_1845 

(0.25 m/pixel) that is approximately 1100 m across and 667 m from top to bottom, with north towards the top. 
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Figure 7 
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Figure 7. Idealized degradation timeline for Homestead hollow and similar-sized craters in the vicinity of the InSight lander. Pristine 

craters expose deposits of mixed coarse and mostly fine ejecta that are in disequilibrium with local geomorphic thresholds and undergo 

relatively rapid degradation by eolian and lesser mass-wasting processes. The early degradation results in Class 5 morphologies appear-

ing within ~0.1 Ga of formation. Subsequent degradation leading to more degraded Class 6 to Class 8 morphologies (on order of 0.3-

0.6 Ga) is much slower and mostly limited by introduction of small inventories of fines following nearby impact events and the very 

slow weathering of resistant basaltic rocks in and around the hollow. Random impacts in or nearby the hollow can also emplace ejecta 

within the hollow (e.g., Rocky Field). Nevertheless, most of these small craters only contribute to further gardening of the uppermost 

meter or so of the near-surface and don’t excavate new rocks from greater depths in the regolith. Occurrence of likely duricrust within 

the uppermost fill of Homestead hollow (Golombek et al., 2019b; 2020) highlights the relative stability of the interior surface at advanced 

stages of degradation and when the surface properties and profile are near or in equilibrium with respect to local geomorphic thresholds. 

Degradation rates and retention times are adopted from Warner et al. (2020a; 2020b).  

 


